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Abstract. Canada’s RADARSAT missions improve the po-
tential to study past flood events; however, existing tools to
derive flood depths from this remote-sensing data do not cor-
rect for errors, leading to poor estimates. To provide more
accurate gridded depth estimates of historical flooding, a
new tool is proposed that integrates Height Above Nearest
Drainage and Cost Allocation algorithms. This tool is tested
against two trusted, hydraulically derived, gridded depths of
recent floods in Canada. This validation shows the proposed
tool outperforms existing tools and can provide more accu-
rate estimates from minimal data without the need for com-
plex physics-based models or expert judgement. With im-
provements in remote-sensing data, the tool proposed here
can provide flood researchers and emergency managers ac-
curate depths in near-real time.

1 Introduction

Flooding has become the costliest natural disaster in Canada,
with economic losses estimated around CAD 2.5 billion per
year (Office of the Parliamentary Budget Officer, 2016). To
mitigate this flood risk, large investments in infrastructure
and planning have been made by the federal government in
the past decade (Government of Canada, 2017, 2021); how-
ever, accuracy and the absence of data on historical flooding
remain challenging for the models underpinning these invest-
ments (McGrath et al., 2015; Bryant et al., 2022). While new
satellite missions have improved capabilities for mapping in-
undation extents, data on maximum flood depth, which is
commonly found to be the most significant indicator of build-
ing damage following European floods (Mohor et al., 2020;

Laudan et al., 2017; Merz et al., 2010), remain scarce. The
absence of such depth data in Canada limits the utility of
flooding research, ultimately leading to less-informed flood
management decisions.

Relying on microwave pulses that can reflect the ground
surface at night and through clouds, synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) instruments have become an important tool
for measuring flood inundation at large scales (Shen et
al., 2019). For example, the recently launched, three-
satellite RADARSAT Constellation Mission provides regu-
lar medium-resolution (30–100 m) SAR observations across
Canada but can capture high-resolution (1–3 m) observa-
tions when requested for flood disasters (Canadian Space
Agency, 2021b). A common approach for identifying flooded
areas from SAR observations employs a threshold to the
measured backscatter values to classify water-covered areas
based on their surface roughness (Benoudjit, 2019). For ex-
ample, the “Floods in Canada” (FiC) project calculates a
backscatter threshold from historical inundation data to clas-
sify open-water flooding, before identifying adjacent areas
with flooded vegetation using a second threshold (Natural
Resources Canada, 2020).

While SAR measurements are advantageous for identi-
fying inundated areas remotely (compared to optical mea-
surements), the signal technology has limitations. Shen et
al (2019) identify three common error sources challeng-
ing SAR-derived inundation algorithms: (1) smooth dry sur-
faces that return similar signals to inundated surfaces or
rough water surfaces that return uncharacteristically rough
signals, (2) georeferencing of SAR images (which often re-
lies on ancillary terrain data), and (3) inundated areas near
dense obstructions that scatter returning signals. These er-
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rors lead to less accurate inundation predictions in areas with
dense urban infrastructure, dense vegetation, floating debris
(e.g., ice), waves/rapids, steep riverbanks perpendicular to
the instrument (Natural Resources Canada, 2020; Cian et al.,
2018), or recent construction/earthwork.

Simplified conceptual or “0D” inundation models pro-
vide an alternate means for estimating inundation efficiently;
however, some calibration data are required to simulate
specific events (Teng et al., 2017). Height Above Near-
est Drainage (HAND) methods are a raster-based class of
0D models that leverage a digital elevation model (DEM) and
drainage network information to implement a three-phase
routine for identifying flooded regions: (1) generate a hy-
draulically conditioned DEM, (2) calculate the height of each
cell above the drainage network (HAND value), and then
(3) map all cells below some HAND value threshold, typ-
ically derived from observations or rating curves (Rodda,
2005; Rennó et al., 2008; Donchyts et al., 2016). In the US,
HAND techniques have been coupled with the National
Weather Model to produce uncalibrated continent-scale 10 m
resolution inundation predictions (Liu et al., 2018) that were
later shown to capture 19 %–25 % of inundated areas accu-
rately (Johnson et al., 2019).

Advancements in remote sensing and terrain analysis have
improved the availability and accuracy of historical inunda-
tion data; however, the corresponding (higher-dimensional)
gridded depth data, desired by flood vulnerability research,
has proven more illusive. Cian et al. (2018) provide a review
of methods to derive gridded depths from remote-sensing
data, starting with work that manually overlaid LAND-
SAT imagery on terrain contours to estimate reservoir vol-
umes (Gupta and Banerji, 1985). This class of “inundation-
polygon terrain-overlay” methods seeks to first construct a
water surface by identifying and projecting the land–water
interface or “shoreline” before subtracting the DEM from
this water surface to yield gridded depths. When such meth-
ods are employed with DEMs that omit or ignore bathymetry,
depth values are underestimated for waterbodies. A second,
more relevant error source is introduced by inaccuracies in
the inundation extents or polygons. In areas with significant
topography (e.g., steep riverbanks) small errors in inunda-
tion polygons can yield large errors in shoreline elevations
(Nguyen et al., 2016).

Within the inundation-polygon terrain-overlay class of
depth estimation methods, a distinction can be made between
those methods assuming a flat-water shoreline (or constant
elevation) and those that are agnostic or allow shoreline ele-
vation heterogeneity to propagate into the water surface esti-
mates. Flat-water shoreline methods are well-suited to floods
with near-zero water surface gradients and high segmentation
between inundation polygons (Cian et al., 2018; Gupta and
Banerji, 1985). Shoreline agnostic methods are better suited
to handle floods with higher water surface gradients and more
continuous inundation polygons; however, these methods are
more sensitive to errors in shoreline location (Cohen et al.,

2018; Brown et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016). A second
distinction can be made between those requiring expert input
for parameterization (Cian et al., 2018; Brown et al., 2016;
Nguyen et al., 2016) and those that are automated or only
require simple data inputs (Cohen et al., 2018).

Early attempts to estimate gridded flood depths from SAR-
derived inundations implemented largely manual workflows.
For a 2014 flood of a low-lying area in the UK, Brown
et al. (2016) selected shoreline elevation points (from li-
dar data) from which the flooded water surface was inter-
polated and finally subtracted from the elevation model to
obtain gridded depths. This method was compared to lidar
measurements of the flood surface, yielding a root mean
square error (RMSE) of 15 cm for overlapping inundation
cells. Rather than use the SAR-derived inundations directly,
Nguyen et al. (2016) used them to identify a best-fitting pa-
rameterization of a simplified 2D hydrodynamic model for
a low-lying floodplain in Vietnam. No RMSE was reported,
and the method failed to predict inundation in “several small
[sub-]areas”.

Cian et al. (2018) developed a semi-automated flat-water
method employing statistical analysis of the raw shoreline el-
evations to identify the value in which 5 % of adjacent sorted
values differ by less than 10 cm. Manual correction was used
for inundation polygons whose raw shoreline elevation val-
ues failed to yield a conforming elevation. These results were
compared against hydrodynamic-modelling-derived depths,
yielding a RMSE between 55 and 79 cm for overlapping in-
undation cells.

Leveraging user-supplied flood path transect lines and
boundary masks, Scorzini et al. (2018) developed the
“RAPIDE” tool. This shoreline agnostic tool was tested
against a hydrodynamic model simulation of a flood in Italy
using the simulated inundation for the tool input (rather
than satellite-derived inundations), yielding a RMSE be-
tween 38 and 79 cm for overlapping inundation cells.

Using a fully automated open-source algorithm, Cohen
et al. (2018) developed the Flood Water Depth Estimation
Tool (FwDET) version 1.0 in the proprietary ArcGIS plat-
form using a raster-based shoreline agonistic “nearest bound-
ary cell elevation” routine to interpolate shoreline elevations
onto the interior inundated region. Version 2.0 replaced the
interpolation routine with a more efficient “cost allocation”
routine better suited for inundations with incomplete bound-
aries (e.g., coastal flooding) (Cohen et al., 2019). Cohen et
al. (2019) tested this tool against hydrodynamic model re-
sults for two flood-prone regions in the US using the sim-
ulated inundation for the tool input (rather than satellite-
derived inundations) and found average errors of 0.18 and
0.31 m, with some errors exceeding 1.5 m. Version 2.0 was
later ported to Google Earth Engine (Peter et al., 2020). Co-
hen et al. (2019) report on a second tool, “FwDET-QGIS”,
similar to Version 1.0 but for the QGIS open-source plat-
form, with the GRASS “r.grow.distance” function (Clements,
2021) providing the nearest boundary cell elevation routine
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(Raney and Cohen, 2019). With the exception of a 2-fold de-
crease in runtime (compared to Version 2.0), no comparison
was reported for FwDET-QGIS (Cohen et al., 2019). Aside
from a low-pass filter applied to depth results, the FwDET
tools propagate all shoreline errors into depth estimates.

All the aforementioned depth estimation methods report
accuracy by comparing against some trusted source for all
overlapping grid cells rather than comparing depth estimates
at asset locations (e.g., buildings) – the metric generally
sought by flood vulnerability research. Further, no study with
a fully automated method reported accuracy against satellite-
derived inundations. In this context, our study pursues the
following objectives: (1) present a fully automated shoreline
agnostic tool for estimating gridded depths from satellite-
derived inundations and (2) test the performance of this tool
and FwDET-QGIS on two recent floods in Canada using pub-
licly available Canada-wide datasets.

2 Methods

This study develops the novel Rolling HAND Inundation
Corrected Depth Estimator (RICorDE) tool for generating
gridded depth estimates of past flood events from approxi-
mate inundation polygons and a DEM. This tool allows for
moderately varying water–land interface “shoreline” values
and does not require expert input. To demonstrate the ac-
curacy of RICorDE, depth estimates are generated for two
historical flooding events in Canada using publicly avail-
able datasets. These satellite-derived depth grids are then
compared against “trusted” depths simulated by others with
more sophisticated site-calibrated hydrodynamic models. To
provide a comparison, the FwDET-QGIS tool is also tested
against the same datasets.

2.1 RICorDE v1.0

RICorDE produces gridded water depth estimates by incor-
porating a HAND sub-model and cost distancing algorithms
to extrapolate edge values into the inundated region. Built for
estimating depths from an approximate polygon produced by
the FiC project, RICorDE draws all input data from Cana-
dian web-hosted sources, only requiring the user to spec-
ify the period and area of interest. However, users can sup-
ply similarly formatted input data from alternate sources.
Following data downloading, input and pre-processing, RI-
CorDE uses the WhiteboxTools “ElevationAboveStream”
tool (Lindsay, 2014) to generate the HAND value raster
from user-supplied permanent waterbody polygons and the
DEM. Using these inputs, the central depth estimating algo-
rithm of RICorDE has three phases: (1) hydraulically cor-
recting the approximate inundation polygon to remove egre-
gious over-predictions, (2) interpolating rolling HAND val-
ues for the flooded domain and corresponding water surface
levels (WSLs), and finally (3) subtracting the water level grid

from the DEM. The remainder of this section provides addi-
tional detail on these three phases of the algorithm.

The first phase to hydraulically correct the approximate
raw inundation polygon is summarized in Fig. 1. To address
under-predictions in the raw polygon (areas falsely shown as
dry), user-supplied polygons denoting permanent water bod-
ies are used to fill erroneously dry areas (Fig. 1a). To ad-
dress over-predictions (areas falsely shown as wet) the newly
corrected inundation polygon is used to generate shoreline
HAND values along valid edges (Fig. 1b, c). From these
samples, the upper or third quartile (value between the me-
dian and maximum) is calculated and used to generate a
HAND inundation polygon by polygonizing a mask of all
lesser HAND raster values (Fig. 1d). Finally, this new “max-
imum inundation” polygon is used to clip all external val-
ues from the approximate inundation (Fig. 1e). In this way,
egregious over- and under-predictions in the raw inundation
polygon are corrected before proceeding with the algorithm.

The second phase of RICorDE’s depth algorithm is sum-
marized in Fig. 2 and develops WSLs from the hydraulically
corrected inundation of the previous phase. The second phase
begins by generating an interior surface of HAND values
that best represents the flooding in each grid cell (“Rolling
HAND Grid”) from which the final WSLs are generated
by mosaicking the HAND-derived WSL corresponding to
each cell. This process begins with a second sampling of
the shoreline HAND values using the hydraulically corrected
inundation of the previous phase (Fig. 2a). These second-
generation values are again filtered using statistics from the
initial first-generation HAND sampling: a lower bound is
forced from the first quartile, and an upper bound is forced
from the third quartile (Fig. 2b). This second aspatial filter-
ing of HAND values is required to address sampling errors
that arise from small spatial shifts introduced in the poly-
gonization process of the hydraulic correction in the first
phase (Fig. 2d) while preserving the inundated area. From
these corrected values, continuous shoreline HAND values
are generated by first interpolating using an Inverse Distance
Squared Weighting algorithm (GRASS Development Team,
2017) as shown in Fig. 2c, before masking out the interior re-
gion (Fig. 2d). Interior HAND values are then generated us-
ing the WhiteboxTools “CostAllocation” algorithm (Lindsay,
2014) as shown in Fig. 2e. This algorithm is similar to the one
used by FwDET version 2.0, and our testing showed this pro-
duced more hydraulically reasonable results than the Inverse
Distance Squared Weighting from previous steps. The final
Rolling HAND Grid is obtained by smoothing with a low-
pass filter (GRASS Development Team, 2017) iteration loop
until a HAND value gradient less than or equal to 0.1 m m−1

is achieved (Fig. 2f). With this smoothing, the algorithm bal-
ances the flooding surface implied by the hydraulically cor-
rected inundation and a flooding surface (of constant height)
derived from the DEM. By smoothing HAND values rather
than WSLs, the algorithm generates results with a bias to-
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Figure 1. Process diagram of the first phase of RICorDE’s depth algorithm for generating the hydraulically corrected inundation polygon
showing five basic steps, where “q3” is the third quartile of the sampled HAND values. Basemap imagery from © Maxar Technologies.

Figure 2. Process diagram for the second phase of RICorDE’s depth algorithm for generating the Rolling HAND Grid and the water surface
level (WSL) mosaic. Basemap imagery from © Maxar Technologies.

wards the vertical profile of the flow path (e.g., WSL in a
flooded river channel) rather than a flat-water surface.

Once the Rolling HAND Grid is obtained, the second
phase continues by generating a HAND inundation raster
for each unique value within the rolling grid, following the
same procedure described in phase 1 (Fig. 2g). For each

of these inundations, a corresponding WSL raster is gener-
ated by first masking out interior regions on the DEM, then
applying the “CostAllocation” algorithm to grow the shore-
line values into the interior, and finally masking out the ex-
terior (Fig. 2h). This is similar to the FwDET version 2.0
routine; however, here more realistic inundation regions ob-
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tained from the HAND model are used (rather than approx-
imate inundation polygons). Because these inundations are
derived from the DEM itself, DEM artifacts do not lead to
internal inconsistencies within the WSL rasters. Phase 2 con-
cludes by mosaicking values from the WSL set according to
the positions of the corresponding HAND value found in the
rolling HAND grid and then applying a final low-pass filter
(Fig. 2i).

In the third and final phase of RICorDE’s depth algorithm,
the DEM is subtracted from the WSL Mosaic to obtain the
raw depth raster. From this raster, depths less than or equal
to zero are removed, and the remaining raster is clipped to
match the extents of the hydraulically corrected inundation
(from the first phase).

2.2 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of RICorDE v1.0’s novel depth
estimation algorithm, approximate SAR-derived inundation
polygons produced by the FiC project for a 2018 flood in
New Brunswick and a 2017 flood in Quebec, Canada, are
used to generate gridded depth estimates. Additional gridded
depth estimates are generated using FwDET-QGIS (Cohen et
al., 2019) for comparison. These simulated depth grids are
then tested against corresponding “trusted” grids obtained
from hydrodynamic modelling done by others. To test per-
formance, metrics based on the depth sampled at building
locations are used.

2.2.1 Study flood events

Two recent spring fluvial flooding events in Canada were se-
lected for evaluation.

Rivière des Prairies at Montreal, Quebec

The Rivière des Prairies is a deltaic channel dividing Laval
from Montreal, two cities in southern Quebec at the conflu-
ence of the regulated St. Lawrence River and Ottawa River.
The confluence has a drainage area of roughly 240 000 and
150 000 km2 for the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers re-
spectively. Above-average precipitation in April and early
May 2017, combined with snowmelt, contributed to the high-
est flow on record for the Ottawa River and regulators dis-
charging the maximum allowable flow to the St. Lawrence
River (Teufel et al., 2019). On 8 May 2017 the water level
peaked near the mouth of the Rivière des Prairies at an ele-
vation of 24.8 m, the highest in the 26-year record, while the
discharge peaked at 3310 m3 s−1 (Environment and Climate
Change Canada, 2021).

Following the 2017 event, the Communauté métropoli-
taine de Montréal (CMM) generated a maximum WSL map
using a 2D hydrodynamic model of the Rivière des Prairies.
This model was built in the H2D2 platform (INRS-ETE,
2022) using lidar data obtained by CMM in April 2016
and calibrated using high-water marks collected by CMM

on 29 April 2019 (Brent Edwards, personal communica-
tion, 2022). These measurements showed the 2019 event
reached levels within 5 cm of the 2017 peak (Commu-
nauté Métropolitaine de Montréal, 2019). Modelled max-
imum WSL data were provided by CMM to the project
team (Edwards, 2021). Levees and temporary flood mitiga-
tion structures were not included in the model (i.e., some
areas that remained dry in 2017 are shown as flooded on
CMM’s map). To correct for this, levee-protected areas iden-
tified through visual inspection, as shown in Fig. S1 in the
Supplement, were removed for this analysis.

Saint John River at Fredericton, New Brunswick –
May 2018 flood

The Saint John River is a regulated river that drains roughly
55 000 km2 of mostly forested regions within Maine (US),
Quebec (Canada) and New Brunswick (Canada) before
reaching the Bay of Fundy at Saint John in New Brunswick
(Newton and Burrell, 2016). The lower reaches of the river,
which are broad and shallow, form the flood-prone New
Brunswick Lowlands, home to the provincial capital of Fred-
ericton and numerous recorded flood disasters, most notably
in 1973, 2008 (McGrath et al., 2015) and 2018 (Environ-
ment and Local Government, 2021b). Triggered by rapid
snowmelt and rain, on 1 May 2018 the Saint John River
peaked with a discharge of 6070 m3 s−1 and a WSL of 8.2 m
at Grand Falls and Fredericton respectively, the fourth high-
est WSL in the 85-year record (Environment and Climate
Change Canada, 2021). An estimated 12 947 buildings were
damaged by the flood requiring CAD 80 million in govern-
ment relief (Hrabluk, 2019).

Following the 2018 event, the Province of New
Brunswick (PoNB) generated a maximum WSL map through
hydrodynamic modelling (Environment and Local Govern-
ment, 2021a). The model used was a 1D Hydrologic En-
gineering Center’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS; ver-
sion 4.1.0) parameterization of the Saint John River system
with 83 cross-sections cut from a digital terrain model de-
veloped by the province from various lidar missions flown
from 2015 to 2018 (GeoNB, 2022). PoNB adapted this
model to match the maximum instantaneous water level ob-
servations from 1 May 2018, at the eight available gauge
stations, rounding WSL values to the nearest decimeter
(Jasmin Boisvert, personal communication, 2021). Result-
ing maximum WSL data are hosted by GeoNB under the
“GeoNB Open Data License” (GeoNB, 2021). PoNB val-
idated their result against aerial imagery of the 2018 peak
inundation and high-water marks surveyed during the flood
peak of the following year, which had a gauge reading at
Fredericton within 5 cm of the 2018 level (Environment and
Climate Change Canada, 2021).
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2.2.2 Tool inputs

Three publicly available datasets produced by Natural
Resources Canada provided the primary inputs for the
depth estimation tools used in this evaluation: (1) DEMs
were sourced from the High Resolution Digital Elevation
Model (HRDEM), (2) approximate inundation polygons
were sourced from the FiC project, and (3) permanent wa-
terbody polygons were obtained from the National Hydro
Network (NHN) project. The remainder of this section sum-
marizes these initiatives.

Since 2011, Natural Resources Canada has been mod-
ernizing Canada’s terrain data through the HRDEM Mosaic
project, which seeks to provide continuous high-resolution
elevation data for the whole country. For the southern regions
considered here, this effort involves collecting historical lidar
data from partners and supporting new acquisitions. From
this collection of point-clouds, HRDEM algorithms generate
a triangular irregular network (TIN) from “ground” and “wa-
ter” classified points. This TIN is then rasterized, mosaicked
and hosted as a Web Coverage Service (WCS) (Natural Re-
sources Canada, 2022) with a resolution of 1 or 2 m (Govern-
ment of Canada and Natural Resources Canada, 2020). As of
July 2021, HRDEM covers nearly 500 000 km2 of Canada.
For the HRDEM areas used here, source lidar data match
those described above for Rivière des Prairies and the Saint
John River hydrodynamic models.

NHN is a national database of inland waters, providing
vector data of waterbodies, watercourses, reservoirs, man-
made obstructions (e.g. dams), etc., from the best available
provincial and federal collections of data at 1 : 50000 scale
or better (Government of Canada, 2004).

In December 2007, the Canadian Space Agency launched
the RADARSAT-2 mission which carries a 15 m synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) antenna (Canadian Space Agency,
2021a). Expanding disaster monitoring capabilities, the
RADARSAT Constellation Mission was later launched in
June 2019 (Canadian Space Agency, 2021b). A primary user
of these missions is the Emergency Geomatics Services team
at Natural Resources Canada. During major flood events,
both optical and SAR satellite imagery are used in con-
junction with ancillary data layers to generate near-real-time
mapping of flood events to support emergency response ac-
tivities as part of the FiC project (Natural Resources Canada,
2020). A multi-step process is employed to map open water
and flooded vegetation, which includes supervised machine
learning classification and threshold-based region grow-
ing. The FiC data repository (https://open.canada.ca/data/en/
dataset/08b810c2-7c81-40f1-adb1-c32c8a2c9f50, last ac-
cess: October 2021) contains active flood extents (current to
past 72 h) and archived extents dating back to 2011.

For the Saint John River event, the FiC scene from
3 May 2018 was selected. For the Rivière des Prairies event,
the FiC scene from 9 May 2017 was selected (Natural Re-
sources Canada, 2021). Corresponding metadata show that

both scenes have a “moderate” confidence level and are SAR
derived. Maps summarizing the tool data inputs used for both
events are provided in Figs. S1 and S2. Use of this data marks
an important departure from previous studies (Raney and Co-
hen, 2019; Cohen et al., 2018; Scorzini et al., 2018) which
employ inundations from hydrodynamic models in their per-
formance evaluations. For this study, satellite-derived inun-
dations of real floods are used in the evaluation to better re-
flect the intended application of RICorDE and the stated ob-
jectives of the tool. However, this makes it difficult to directly
compare the results of our evaluation with the evaluations of
others.

2.2.3 Performance metrics

To test the performance of the depth estimate tools, simi-
lar studies often compare per-cell depth values (Nguyen et
al., 2016; Brown et al., 2016; Cian et al., 2018; Cohen et
al., 2018; Scorzini et al., 2018), biasing the performance to-
wards areas without assets (i.e., focusing on the whole do-
main rather than building locations). In regions with hetero-
geneous asset densities, like in the two areas of this study
where development has occurred along riverbanks, this per-
cell performance reporting strategy is less useful for flood
vulnerability researchers who are interested in the exposure
of assets (e.g., buildings) but not open floodplains. Further,
this per-cell reporting often obscures the performance of bi-
nary wet/dry predictions by only calculating metrics for over-
lapping cells (i.e., where both the validation and estimated
grids indicate flooding).

To address these challenges, this study focuses on metrics
based on building locations and reports performance for in-
undation (wet vs. dry) predictions separate from depth value
predictions. This separation allows for a more robust evalua-
tion of each tool as inundation predictions are more sensitive
to the input inundation polygon, while the depth value pre-
dictions are more closely related to algorithm performance.

For both inundation and depth metrics, depth values are
first sampled from the grids/rasters at asset locations obtained
from centroids of the “CanadianBuildingFootprints” project
layers (Microsoft, 2019). For each tool, the inundation per-
formance is then calculated against values sampled from the
trusted grid. To report on the performance of the depth pre-
dictions, samples with zero value are discarded. To calculate
difference and correlation metrics, first the trusted and sim-
ulated depth sets (with zeros removed) are paired. For the
correlation analysis, missing pair values are discarded. For
the difference analysis, missing pair values are replaced with
zeros before subtracting each trusted depth from its paired
simulated depth. Because each depth raster differs in extents
(i.e., which cells are predicted wet/dry), this paired analysis
results in different size datasets within the same trial for each
tool comparison.
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Figure 3. Gridded depths for a portion of the Saint John River May 2018 flood event showing (a) trusted estimate, (b) FwDET-QGIS
result and (c) RICorDE result. © OpenStreetMap contributors 2021. Distributed under the Open Data Commons Open Database Li-
cense (ODbL) v1.0.

3 Results and discussion

Maps of the resulting gridded depth simulations for the two
study floods are provided in Figs. S3 and S4. A comparative
detail map of the two simulations along with the correspond-
ing trusted depths is provided in Fig. 3. Raw asset samples
for the gridded depth simulations generated by RICorDE and
FwDET-QGIS, and corresponding trusted values, for the two
flood events are summarized in Table 1. Computation times
for all simulations, executed on a single core of an Intel i7-
10700 (2.90 GHz), are provided in minutes. These runtimes
show that RICorDE, which was designed for accuracy not
speed, is substantially slower than FwDET-QGIS. This ta-
ble also summarizes four performance metrics by compar-
ing simulated values against the trusted values at each asset:
(1) root mean square error (RMSE), (2) mean of all differ-
ence values (simulated–trusted), (3) count of difference val-
ues (simulated–trusted) exceeding 2 m and (4) the correla-
tion coefficient. This table shows that RICorDE outperforms
FwDET-QGIS for seven of the eight metrics and trials con-
sidered. The remaining underperforming metric, the “differ-
ence mean” of the Saint John River event, is discussed be-

low. Of particular interest is the improvement provided by
RICorDE in reducing the number of predictions with large
errors, as shown by the “difference > 2 m (count)” metric.

To show the accuracy of inundation predictions (i.e., wet
vs. dry) from the two tools using the FiC approximate poly-
gons, Fig. 4 shows the portion of over-predictions (tool pre-
dicts the asset is wet in error), under-predictions (tool pre-
dicts the asset is dry in error) and accurate inundation pre-
dictions. This figure shows that both tools yielded less accu-
rate inundation predictions for the des Prairies trial (than for
the Saint John), in contrast to the more accurate depth value
predictions shown for this trial in Table 1.

Because FwDET-QGIS maps onto the raw inundation ap-
proximation (i.e., no hydraulic correction), values for these
simulations (“FQ”) reflect the accuracy of the FiC polygons
themselves rather than some underlying algorithm. From
this, Fig. 4 shows that the two FiC scenes investigated both
over- and under-predict inundation of assets; however, over-
prediction is more severe. This is especially true for the Riv-
ière des Prairies event (Fig. 4 “dP_FQ”), in which the FiC
polygons predicted less than half of the total assets accu-
rately (228 of 542). This could be attributed to the erroneous
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Table 1. Summary of the trusted and simulated depth grids for the two study floods.

Depth grid Study flood event trial Method Runtime Depth samples

code (min) Raw values Performance

Count Max RMSE Difference Difference r value
(m) (cm) mean (m) > 2 m

(count)

SJ_PoNB 2018 Saint John River Trusted 1045 6.0
SJ_FQ 2018 Saint John River FwDET-QGIS 3 1108 29.6 194.2 0.12 114 0.202
SJ_RIC 2018 Saint John River RICorDE 90 569 6.6 79.0 −0.31 11 0.582

dP_CMM 2017 Rivière des Prairies Trusted 542 1.3
dP_FQ 2017 Rivière des Prairies FwDET-QGIS 1 1741 12.2 60.6 0.16 19 0.118
dP_RIC 2017 Rivière des Prairies RICorDE 30 776 3.1 50.9 0.10 5 0.147

Figure 4. Wet/dry asset sample performance for the two study floods showing (a) 2017 Rivière des Prairies performance and (b) 2018 Saint
John River performance. See Table 1 for additional legend.

treatment of levees in the trusted data “dP_CMM” (rather
than errors in the FiC polygons); however, comparing the
two trials suggests this possible artifact is less relevant than
the inaccuracies inherent in the FiC polygons. Alternatively,
the performance improvement between the 2017 des Prairies
and the 2018 Saint John trials could also be attributed to ad-
vancements in the FiC project made during the year between
the two floods.

From Fig. 4, the advantage of RICorDE’s hydraulically
corrected inundation can be seen in the relative decrease in
“over-”predictions (compared to FwDET-QGIS). However,
RICorDE performs slightly less well with “under-”prediction
errors (predicts dry when the trusted shows wet). This “dry
bias” could be attributed to some over-correction of the in-
undation during the second phase of the depth algorithm
(Fig. 2b). This bias is also reflected in the lower (more
negative) “difference mean” values shown in Table 1 (rela-
tive to FwDET-QGIS), leading this metric to underperform
for the Saint John event despite the lower RMSE (79 cm
vs. 194 cm). If instead the absolute difference values are ex-

amined, the mean for RICorDE would outperform by 23 cm
(0.643 m vs. 0.876 m). In other words, the combined effect
of slightly better under-predictions and much worse over-
predictions somewhat balance, pulling the difference mean
of the FwDET-QGIS Saint John trial closer to zero, despite
having more erroneous predictions.

To demonstrate the performance of the simulated depth
values for the 2018 Saint John River trial, sample values, dif-
ference values and correlation plots are provided in Fig. 5.

The somewhat normally distributed depths of the trusted
dataset are shown in Fig. 5a1 with a mean of 0.91 m and
a max of 6.01 m. In contrast to this, Fig. 5a2 and a3
show a more exponential shape for the simulated results.
While FwDET-QGIS does not have a built-in zero filter,
the 181 “zero depth” values were removed prior to this
performance analysis as previously noted. Similarly, the 10
FwDET-QGIS simulations with depth values exceeding 10 m
are hidden in the figure (these outliers are discussed further
below). In contrast to this, the maximum depth estimated by
RICorDE is 6.6 m. The disparities in inundation predictions
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Figure 5. Performance metrics matrix plot with rows for (3) RICorDE simulated, (2) FwDET simulated and the (1) trusted depth grid
of the 2018 Saint John River flood, showing values at building locations with columns for (a) depth, (b) difference (simulated–trusted)
and (c) linear correlation of simulated (y axis) against trusted depths (x axis). Values exceeding 10 m are hidden from second row panels for
clarity. Common statistical metrics for the plotted data are shown within each plot along with the “depth grid code” from Table 1. Colouration
is applied for convenience when cross-comparing with other figures.

between raster pairs, shown in Fig. 4, are also evident in
Fig. 5 in the different sizes of each paired dataset, shown as
“count” values in each panel. For example, the “count= 610”
shown in Fig. 5c2 is equivalent to the height of the green
bar shown in Fig. 4 “SJ_FQ”. The aforementioned “dry bias”
of RICorDE is also replicated in the depth values shown in
Fig. 5b3.

Figure 6 presents comparable plots for the 2017 Rivière
des Prairies flood showing similar performance. Interest-

ingly, the shape of the trusted depth value histogram for
this trial (Fig. 6a1) differs from that in the Saint John trial
(Fig. 5a1). This could be a result of differences in topog-
raphy, development patterns, flood behaviour, levee perfor-
mance or the hydrodynamic modelling methods used (by oth-
ers). While insufficient information was available to evaluate
this further, these disparities point to the importance of incor-
porating multiple heterogeneous trials when evaluating tools
like RICorDE.
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Figure 6. Performance metrics for the 2017 Rivière des Prairies flood as in Fig. 5.

For the des Prairies trial, Fig. 6 again shows RICorDE
outperforming FwDET-QGIS, with even the mean difference
metric being more favourable by 5 cm. However, the compa-
rable and relatively favourable performance of both tools in
predicting depths should be weighed against the poor inun-
dation performance shown in Fig. 4 for this trial. This sug-
gests the FiC polygon used in this trial led to many false
predictions; however, where the FiC polygon was accurate,
RICorDE yielded better depth estimates.

All the performance metrics discussed above are sensi-
tive to the treatment of zero values and paired values (with
one dry or missing value). The treatment used here (and de-
scribed above) was selected to provide broad and clear met-

rics; however, alternate treatments would also be reasonable.
For example, the difference analysis could have discarded
any paired values with a missing value rather than setting the
missing value to zero. Many of these alternate metrics were
explored by the study team – all yielded similarly favourable
results for the performance of RICorDE.

To further investigate the performance of the two tools,
Fig. 7 provides an overview and two comparable maps of the
2018 Saint John River study event. This shows a portion of
the river where the FiC polygon erroneously identified inun-
dation up the riverbank to an elevation of 60 m (lower left
of Fig. 7a and b). FwDET-QGIS interpolated these shoreline
values directly onto the interior until values propagated from
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Figure 7. Gridded depth difference for the Saint John River May 2018 flood event showing (c) trusted depth estimates for the full study area,
(a) RICorDE minus trusted depth results with hydraulically corrected inundation and (b) FwDET-QGIS minus trusted. All sample points
with depth values are labeled accordingly. © OpenStreetMap contributors 2021. Distributed under the Open Data Commons Open Database
License (ODbL) v1.0.

the opposing bank were encountered by the routine (Fig. 7b
black arrows) yielding depth errors in excess of 20 m for as-
sets that should have been dry (according to the validation
data). Contrary to this, RICorDE’s hydro-correction clipped
this inundation to achieve shoreline elevations between 7 and
10 m before interpolating these onto the interior. This mech-
anism contributed to the overall more accurate predictions
of RICorDE discussed above but was especially relevant in
reducing the count of large errors indicated by the “differ-
ence > 2 m” metric in Table 1.

4 Conclusions

This study developed the Rolling HAND Inundation Cor-
rected Depth Estimator (RICorDE) tool for predicting depths
from approximate inundation polygons. Similar to previ-
ous tools, like FwDET-QGIS, RICorDE provides an effi-
cient method that does not assume a flat-water surface, lever-
ages remote-sensing data, and does not require hydrody-

namic modelling expertise or difficult-to-obtain calibration
data (e.g., bathymetry, high-water marks). Unlike previous
tools, RICorDE incorporates some error correction of ap-
proximate inundation polygons and is structured around a
HAND sub-model to facilitate more realistic water surfaces.
These enhancements come at the cost of algorithm complex-
ity and longer runtimes. This work enhances the utility of
satellite-derived data for studying flood events, thereby im-
proving society’s ability to plan and prepare for flood disas-
ters.

To test the performance of RICorDE, two recent flood
events were examined. Depth estimates were generated for
these events from public data and approximate inundation
polygons from the FiC project using RICorDE and the
popular FwDET-QGIS tool, before being compared against
trusted depth grids. The presented results suggest the novel
RICorDE’s algorithm outperforms FwDET-QGIS in depth
predictions for the two study floods investigated, with RI-
CorDE having a RMSE of 79 and 51 cm for the two tri-
als. Inundation performance was mixed, with FwDET-QGIS
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having slightly fewer “under-”predictions (tool predicts the
asset is dry in error), while RICorDE had far fewer “over-
”predictions (tool predicts the asset is wet in error), suggest-
ing a slight “dry bias” for RICorDE. RICorDE substantially
outperformed FwDET-QGIS in the treatment of outliers, re-
turning an order-of-magnitude fewer predictions with errors
exceeding 2 m for one trial. These trials demonstrated that
both algorithms remain limited by inaccuracies in satellite-
derived inundations, with both tools predicting less than half
of asset inundations accurately for one trial.

Future work should consider improving the underlying
satellite-derived inundations, improving the runtimes and
computational efficiency of RICorDE, testing against differ-
ent flood hazards (e.g., ice jam flooding), integrating uncer-
tainty quantification, and porting the tool to a more user-
friendly environment. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis of
the key parameters and input data characteristics (e.g., reso-
lution) would provide useful information for those planning
to use tools like RICorDE.

Where RICorDE is used to predict depths at building loca-
tions from FiC polygons, the two trials performed here sug-
gest reasonable depth estimates can be obtained for those
buildings that were truly inundated; however, the two FiC
polygons examined from 2017 and 2018 were unable to reli-
ably predict this inundation. While the objective of this study
was not to test the accuracy of the FiC project, improvements
were found between the 2017 and 2018 FiC polygons. This
limited observation suggests new satellite missions and in-
ternal advancements may bring more useful FiC polygons.
With such inundation polygons, RICorDE provides a more
accurate means of studying historical floods remotely and at
scale.
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